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1 Introduction

The dissemination of Internet and inexpensive pow-
erful personal computers has changed most human
activities. Especially, information that we have to
handle in our life becomes larger and larger, and it
is usually accompanied with huge amount of data.
As statistics is a science and technology to manage
such data, it becomes indispensable for all people.

However, statistics is not sufficiently taught in
the Japanese education system. Rather, situation
became worse recently. For example, arithmetics
curriculum in elementary school included several
statistical graphs and the idea of frequency table
before, but they were removed two years ago. It
now provides just the use of arithmetic mean. An-
other example is that we have not had any depart-
ment of statistics in Japanese universities. All the
statistical education has been performed in facul-
ties of science, engineering and economics, etc. Fur-
thermore, many students think that statistics is a
kind of mathematics and is difficult to understand
in these days.

Statistical software is a new and indispensable
tool for modern statistics. Furthermore, it is
promising for teaching all levels of statistics effi-
ciently, practically and presently.

In this paper, we describe our idea about statis-
tical education and the use of Jasp, the statistical
system that we are developing, in it. We focus sta-
tistical education in the university level.

2 Levels of statistical education

It is possible to discriminate four levels of statistical
education: Introductory statistics, Basic statistics,
Applied statistics and Statistical research.

Statistics is a science of modeling. Models are ap-
proximations of phenomena and should be as simple
and easy to handle as possible. Statistics is also a
technology to utilize such models for human activ-
ities like prediction or decision making. Statistical
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models are described by mathematical equations
traditionally, and by computer algorithms recently.

Introductory statistics is to teach these ideas in
statistics or “statistical way of thinking” to all the
students in universities with some arithmetics but
with little mathematics. Statistical way of thinking
here includes inferences based on data, objective
description of uncertainty and the idea of models.
We teach how to read and use statistical graphs
and tables correctly. We also teach that data in-
clude signal and error and it is important to dis-
tinguish them as clearly as possible. Statistics can
provide common and objective basis for discussion
by measuring the error uncertainty using the no-
tion of probability. We teach that models based
on probability are useful to approximate the gener-
ating mechanism of data, and make statistical in-
ferences possible. This knowledge is indispensable
to live in a modern society which is surrounded by
various data. In this level, teachers need to show
examples of statistical analysis, which are produced
by any statistical software. But students has little
chance to analyze data by themselves.

Basic statistics is for students who will have
chances to perform some typical statistical analyses
such as the hypothesis testing to detect the differ-
ence of the means of two groups. We teach several
useful “tools” in statistics by using small amount
of knowledge about mathematics and computer,
which are essential to really understand and han-
dle statistical models. We teach several graphs, el-
ementary probability theory, statistical estimation
and hypothesis testing, and several models using
computer extensively such as neural networks and
tree based models. In this level, statistical software
is very important, because students have to analyze
small data in the class to understand the contents
sufficiently. The knowledge of statistics in this level
is preferable in all professional areas.

Main objective of applied statistics education is
to produce statisticians who can understand the
data generation mechanism and contribute to the
domain knowledge by analyzing data. They should
use several standard statistical tools and techniques
efficiently and use and write computer programs
for their purposes. Applied statisticians may find



seeds of new models which are applicable to many
phenomena and develop them with statistical re-
searchers. This level is required for the master
course of statistics department or upper level of un-
dergraduate, whose graduates work mainly at com-
panies as professional statisticians.

Statistical research education is for Ph.D. level
students who will develop new theory and methods
of statistics. It has to produce new statisticians
who have solid knowledge of statistics and are able
to develop new tools for analyzing new kind of data
which arise from various areas.

3 Difficulty of learning statistics

One reason that statistics are though to be diffi-
cult is that it requires knowledge of both mathe-
matics and computer. Traditional statistical model
is written in mathematical equations using prob-
ability theory. Probability theory is not an easy
subject in mathematics. As statistics handles data,
machines for calculations have been indispensable
from the beginning of statistics. Calculations are
performed by computers now, and many modern
statistical models are described by algorithms writ-
ten in computer languages. Thus, not a few prereq-
uisite knowledge is required for learning statistics,
which was a burden for learning statistics.

Fortunately, advances of computer technologies
make computers much more friendly than before.
Furthermore, computers can be used to help the
understanding of mathematical theories like Monte
Calro simulations of the central limit theorem.

4 Jasp features useful for basic statistical
education

Jasp (Java-based statistical processor, Nakano et
al., 2000) has been developed as a general purpose
statistical system. It is written in the Java and the
Pnuts languages, and has several advanced facilities
such as a function-based and object-oriented lan-
guage, a mixed user interface in which a character
user interface (CUI) and a graphical user interface
(GUI) are closely connected, various extensibility
and distributed computing abilities.

In the basic statistical education, Jasp has sev-
eral advantages as tools for helping students. First,
it is easy to install because Jasp can use the Java
Web Start technology and can be installed almost
automatically from web browsers. Version up is
also possible automatically through the network.

Second, operations on the GUI window of Jasp
(Yamamoto et al., 2002) is quite easy and straight-
forward. We also add some functions to write menu
windows for operating Jasp. Fully customized

menu for educational purposes can be written by
teachers. These features are especially useful for
students in the basic statistics level, because they
are reluctant to learn complicated computer oper-
ations.

Third, Jasp is scalable. It is available on small
hand-held computers and huge super computers
which have Java virtual machine interpreters. It
also can handle a large dataset by using parallel
computing features. These features are useful as
an incentive for students because they can use their
knowledge for a long time.

Fourth, Jasp can cover many statistical methods
which are written in the Java language (Kobayashi
et al., 2003). This enables to teach relatively new
methods such as data visualization and data min-
ing with easy operations even in the basic statistics
level.

Fifth, the knowledge descriptive feature
(Kobayashi et al., 2002) can provide situation
sensitive comments to the user, including educa-
tional assistance and error handling.

5 Concluding remarks

Jasp has been developed mainly to examine the
availability of new computing technologies in sta-
tistical computing. We think these features are also
useful for statistical education, especially in the ba-
sic statistics level. We will have to test the system
in many classrooms.
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